


WELCOME TO ONIRIA

Oniria Crimes is an adventure game that 
takes place in Oniria, the Land of Dreams. 
 
Agents Santos and Torres must solve a 
series of mysterious murders as part of 
the Rounders, a secret society that 
pursues crime in dreams.

Investigate and interrogate objects with 
their own voice and personality who are 
the witnesses to the murders.



 6 crime scenes
 The better you investigate, the more you know 

about Oniria
 3D puzzles
 Voxel art
 Progressive BSO



REVEAL TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2noqQ5LkD2w


NARRATIVE TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8p9PjL4J5iI


EVOLUTIONARY GENDER

The video game is transforming
from Visual Novel format 
to that of a 3D Adventure

INNOVATION



INNOVATION

INTERACTIVE AUDIENCE
The game reacts to chat. The channel's audience can help the streamer investigate cases.



 Release: October 28, 2020
 Publisher: Badland Publishing
 Platforms: 

 PC (Steam)
 XBOX
 Playstation
 Nintendo Switch
 Android
 iOS

 Languages: English, Spanish, French, German, 
Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Chinese

 Price:
 ≈20€ PC & Consoles
 ≈8€ Handled

SOME LAUNCHING FACTS



MILESTONES

 STEAM page ready and collecting Wishlist

 Valencia Indie Summit 2020 Special 
Audience Award winner

 Report on TVE’s Zoom Net show



ABOUT US

 Oniria Crimes is a video game from cKolmos game studios
 

 cKolmos was created in 2011 and since then we have 
published short mobile and web browser video games

 As of 2018, we began to win prizes as a study in national 
competitions (see on the website)

 Oniria Crimes is our first major project with international 
projection, multiplatform and multi-language



We want to turn Oniria Crimes and the Oniria universe into a transmedia project and expand 
into the Japanese market.

For this, we need:

 Editorial partner for the publication of novels and short stories
 Japanese localization
 Financing for promotion (€ 20,000 estimated)
 Funding for other works in the transmedia universe

 Oniria Crimes DLC (€ 75,000)
 Oniria Crimes 2 (€ 200,000)

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?



Contact
JORGE GARCÍA COLMENAR

WEBS: 
HTTPS://ONIRIACRIMES.COM/

HTTP://CKOLMOS.COM/

MAIL: CKONTACT@CKOLMOS.COM

TWITTER: @ONIRIACRIMES
INSTAGRAM: @CKOLMOS
STEAM: HTTPS://STORE.STEAMPOWERED.COM/APP/1341400/ONIRIA_CRIMES/

https://oniriacrimes.com/
http://ckolmos.com/
mailto:ckontact@ckolmos.com
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1341400/Oniria_Crimes/

